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Introduction 
 
I remember the first time I did a personality profile test. I was surprised at how 

accurate the results were. It was as if this test knew me. It described how I felt, how I 

interacted with other people and how I existed in the world. 

 

I also loved how positive the profile portrayed was. My introverted-ness meant that I 

was sensitive and could see things in life that other people didn’t see. I liked that, 

perhaps because I felt it was true, but also because it showed me that what I 

considered a liability at times (being the quiet type), was actually a strength in other 

areas. 

 

It’s with this same objective we put together this Personality Profiler for you. I wanted 

you to experience the insight you gain from completing a personality test, to help you 

understand better what kind of person you are. We also wanted to take things to 

another level, and help you interpret your test results and apply them to the roles and 

jobs you will run into as you build your blog and online business. 

 

This personalized report you are now reading is the result of an idea I had when I 

first put together the Blog Money Finder training. My team of Laura as project 

manager, and Neroli as personality profiling expert, compiled 16 reports, one for 

each of the possible personality profile results from the Myers-Briggs test (a huge 

thanks to these ladies for their hard work!). 

 

Since you downloaded this particular report, you already know your test results. Now 

you can read on and learn what natural strengths you possess and challenges you 

will face when you build your business. 

 

I hope as a result of this process you will gain insights that will help you achieve your 

business goals. 

 

Good luck! 

Yaro Starak (INTP) 

EJInsider.com  

http://www.ejinsider.com/
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About Personality Profiling 
 
The four letter personality types have been based on Jung’s theory of psychological 

types. These are perhaps the most influential creation in personality typology and 

have inspired a number of different theories. The first was the Myers-Briggs 

questionnaire which was published by a mother-daughter team in 1962. This system 

has been continuously developed upon by numerous other researchers over the 

years, including approaches like the Keirsey Temperament Sorter, Linda Beren’s 

Interactions Styles and Socionics. 

 

The four letter personality system originates from Carl Jung’s proposal that there 

were four key functions that generate awareness in people:  

 

 Two perceiving functions: Sensing and Intuition 

 Two judging functions: Thinking and Feeling 

 

The two perceiving functions of sensing and intuition represent the method in which 

a person perceives information. Sensing means the person generally believes 

information they receive from the external world. Intuition means a person generally 

believes information they receive from their internal or imaginary world. 

The two judging functions, thinking and feeling, represent how someone processes 

information. Thinking means that this personality generally makes decisions based 

purely on logic. Feeling means this personality generally makes decisions based on 

emotion, what they feel is right or good etc. 

 

Jung also proposed that these functions are mixed with two key types of attitude: 

extraversion and introversion. Jung theorized that people fall into one of these two 

categories, either focusing on the internal world (Introvert) or the outside world 

(Extravert). Introverted individuals prefer solitary activities and feel drained by social 

interactions, whilst extraverted personalities prefer group activities and feel 

energized by social interactions.  
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When these four functions for generating awareness were combined with the two 

types of attitudes (extraversion and introversion) in every possible formation, the 

result is eight different psychological types: 

  

Myers-Briggs added to these eight types by making the distinction that people also 

have a preference for using a judging function (thinking or feeling) or a perceiving 

function (sensing or intuition) when they take in information from the external world.  

The judging or perceiving function relates to how someone implements and acts on 

the information they have processed. A preference for judging (thinking or feeling) 

means that this personality prefers to organize their life into sequential events and 

generally makes plans and sticks to them. A preference for perceiving (sensing or 

intuition) means this personality prefers to improvise and keep their options open, 

rarely making concrete plans or sticking to them.  

 

It is the distinction from Myers-Briggs that people prescribe to either a judging or 

perceiving function that adds another dimension to Jung’s initial types. The 

combination of all these personality traits creates 16 types in total: 

 

ESTP: Extraverted Sensing Thinking Perceiving 

ISTP:  Introverted Sensing Thinking Perceiving 

ENTP:  Extraverted Intuition Thinking Perceiving 

INTP:  Introverted Intuition Thinking Perceiving 

ENTJ:  Extroverted Intuition Thinking Judging  

INTJ:  Introverted Intuition Thinking Judging 

ESFP:  Extroverted Sensing Feeling Perceiving 

ISFP:  Introverted Sensing Feeling Perceiving 

ESFJ:  Extroverted Sensing Feeling Judging 

ISFJ:  Introverted Sensing Feeling Judging 

ESTJ:  Extroverted Sensing Thinking Judging 

ISTJ:  Introverted Sensing Thinking Judging 
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ENFP:  Extroverted Intuition Feeling Perceiving 

INFP:  Introverted Intuition Feeling Perceiving 

ENFJ:  Extroverted Intuition Feeling Judging 

INFJ:  Introverted Intuition Feeling Judging 

 

According to the Myers-Briggs model, the first letter of a type determines the overall 

attitude of the personality type. The first letter of all the types is either “E” or “I” for 

Extraverted or Introverted. Extraverts are predominantly focused on the outside 

world and Introverts are predominantly focused on their internal world. This is 

essentially how this person will show up and relate to life.  

 

The last letter of all the types is either a “J” or a “P”. J at the end of the personality 

type means that one of the Judging functions (Thinking or Feeling) is dominant. P at 

the end of the personality type means that one of the Perceiving functions (Intuition 

or Sensing) is dominant. The Judging or Perceiving function relates to how someone 

implements and acts on the information they have processed. 

 

An ENTJ shows us that the “E” - extraverted function is the dominant attitude and the 

personality type is focused largely on the external world. The last letter, “J” - signifies 

that the judging function related to “T” – thinking – is predominantly how this 

personality will respond to stimulus from their connections with others and their 

environment. 

 

Another example is an INFP. The “I” shows us that the introverted function is the 

dominant attitude and this personality is focused mainly on their internal world. The 

last letter “P” shows us that the perceiving function related to “N” – intuition – is 

predominantly how this personality will respond to stimulus from their environment 

and interactions with other people. 

 

It’s important to note that the qualities asserted in these four letter types are just 

indicators and tendencies for personalities. They indicate how a specific personality 

type is likely to respond to situations and other people. These can and do change 

and they are not definitive guidelines or answers. 
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Identifying Your Personality Type 
 

There are a number of different websites and companies which offer free and paid 

tests to help you determine your four letter personality type. Each one uses slightly 

different theories and methodology to assess a person’s type and will interpret the 

results differently. Don’t be afraid to try a few different tests to compare your results. 

 

Free Tests 

 

 16 Personalities 

 Socionics 

 Humanmetrics Jung Typology Test TM 

 John’s Personality Test 

 123 Test’s Jung Personality Test 

 Truity’s Typefinder Personality Test 

 Similar Minds Jung Test 

 Personality Pathways 

 

Paid Tests 

 
You can take the Myers Briggs assessment through MBTI Online. Alternatively, you 

can hire a consultant through the MBTI Referral Network who will work with you one-

on-one to uncover your type. 

http://www.16personalities.com/
http://www.socionics.com/advan/tests.html
http://www.humanmetrics.com/cgi-win/jtypes2.asp
http://www.25quiz.com/
https://www.123test.com/jung-personality-test/
http://www.truity.com/test/type-finder-personality-test
http://similarminds.com/jung.html
http://www.personalitypathways.com/type_inventory.html
https://www.mbtionline.com/TakeAssessment
http://www.mbtireferralnetwork.org/
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The Legal Section 
 

For the sake of clarity and brevity here are the three most important legal 

considerations regarding this book, in plain English: 

 

1. You can’t publish the content in this book unless I grant permission 

2. I don’t endorse nor am I affiliated with any companies or websites 

who conduct personality profile testing 

3. I’m not responsible for anything that happens to you as a result of 

following the advice in this book. 

 

I don’t mind if you quote small sections, a paragraph or two, within your own writing, 

and appreciate a link back as credit if you feel appropriate.  

 

Here is the slightly more complicated way of saying the same thing: 

Copyright Notice 

 
Any unauthorized reproduction or transmission of any aspect of this book is 

prohibited. You may not resale, repackage or give away any part of this book by any 

means, electronic or mechanical, without permission from the author, Yaro Starak. 

This is NOT a free book and should not be freely distributed. You can only purchase 

this book from the websites www.entrepreneurs-journey.com or www.ejinsider.com. 

If you purchased or downloaded this book elsewhere please contact me 

immediately. 

Legal Notice 

 
This book is intended for general information purposes only and should not be 

interpreted as career, business, legal, financial, investment or lifestyle advice. The 

purchaser of this book assumes all responsibility for their outcomes as a result of 

following the suggestions and materials in this book. Yaro Starak and the Blog 

Mastermind Partnership assume no responsibility or liability for the actions of any 

reader of this book. 

 

http://www.entrepreneurs-journey.com/
http://www.ejinsider.com/
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The four-letter method of personality profiling has been developed and adapted by a 

number people and organisations over several decades. This report does not draw 

on one particular model or school of thought, but a combination of many. It is the 

reader’s responsibility to identify their own type. Yaro Starak and the Blog 

Mastermind Partnership do not endorse and are not affiliated with any of the 

companies or websites mentioned in this report who perform personality profile 

testing. 

 

The reader of this book understands personality type is only one indicator of aptitude 

and behavior, which can also be impacted by, amongst other things, an individual’s 

experience, education, environment and influences. The information in this report is 

designed as an overview of how a type is likely to respond in certain situations, 

understanding there are many variables and the information should not be 

considered a definitive guideline or solution. It is the reader’s responsibility to 

interpret the information as it feels relevant to them personally, their needs and their 

business. 

 

For more legal information, please read the full disclaimer on my website. 

http://www.entrepreneurs-journey.com/disclaimer/
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ENTP Overview 

ENTP types are very well suited to entrepreneurship. Whilst this personality type 

dislikes being constrained in any way, whether it’s managing others or being 

managed themselves, they excel as leaders with their combination of outstanding 

communication skills, unwavering logic and intellectual genius. ENTPs are dedicated 

to being honest, direct and objective in their assessments of ideas – both their own 

and other people’s.  

 

More than anything, they value knowledge, rational thought and insight. This 

relentless drive for truth and knowledge means this personality is less concerned 

with being right at all costs compared to finding out what is right based on logical 

analysis and reasoning. ENTPs are perfectly happy to ditch their personal 

preferences in an argument in favor of acknowledging when another person has 

proven they have a superior idea or methodology. 

 

Content Creation For ENTPs 

ENTP people are excellent communicators who have no problem expressing 

themselves in writing but are especially skillful in face-to-face conversation. ENTPs 

are on a constant quest for knowledge, happy to examine an idea from every angle 

to find the truth. ENTPs are gifted at revising existing systems and pushing 

boundaries in every direction. This personality type relishes any opportunity to learn 

new things and throws out their own attachments or existing traditions in order to 

assimilate anything that proves to be a superior way of thinking or operating. 

 

ENTPs are best suited to presenting their ideas in person, either speaking to groups 

of people or producing their content using video. They are skilled writers and can 

easily create exceptional written blog posts, but they will prefer to create and share 

content via video or presenting in person over the long term. Producing content is 

enjoyable for ENTP types. They love researching their ideas, have no trouble coming 

up with new and inspiring ideas to share and will be prolific in creating content in the 

long term. ENTPs are good at getting their points across clearly and efficiently and 

can teach people easily. 
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ENTPs struggle to manage the day-to-day mechanics of actually implementing their 

brilliant ideas; they essentially dislike practical concerns. When it comes to the day-

to-day execution of getting their ideas out into the world, some ENTP personalities 

can lose interest, preferring to stay in their heads and move on the next big idea. 

This means the vitally important follow-up tasks of content creation, like video or text 

editing and proofreading, marketing, organizing graphics etc. will simply never get 

done unless the ENTP has a system in place to keep them on track and ensure they 

follow through. 

 

ENTP Checkpoints For Content Creation 

 

 You’re abundantly gifted at content creation, but your challenge is 

actually putting your ideas into a tangible format to share with others 

and doing the follow through to get them out into the world. You 

seriously need some solid structures in place to create accountability in order 

to be successful. 

 

 There are three ways you can create accountability: One is hiring a coach 

or mentor like Yaro, another is having an accountability buddy or being part of 

a community like EJInsider, and the third is making yourself accountable to 

your audience if you already have a reasonable following. 

 

 Work out which of the three options to keep yourself accountable is the 

most feasible for you in your current circumstances and implement it 

immediately. When choosing your system for accountability, it is very 

important that whoever is going to help hold you accountable is someone you 

respect and care about letting down. They must also be very capable of 

calling you out if you don’t deliver.  

 

 Create content by using video or by sharing your ideas on stage and 

filming it. Include writing as part of your content creation, but you excel at 

speaking and presenting so make sure you include this in your content 

creation strategy. 

https://www.ejinsider.com/private-coaching/
https://www.ejinsider.com/coaching/
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Marketing For ENTPs 

ENTPs are very good at communicating with other personality types. Their desire to 

argue as effectively as possible means they are proficient at communicating in other 

people's language and adopting their frames of reference. This translates well into 

both professional and casual conversations. ENTPs quick wit, sense of humor and 

outgoing nature creates new friends and business colleagues quickly and easily. 

Because they love to share their wealth of knowledge, conversations with ENTP 

personalities are informative and engaging. 

 

ENTPs are comfortable with promoting themselves and their products and are happy 

to ask people to buy their products and ask for exposure. This personality type is 

comfortable being in the spotlight and doesn't shy away from a chance to share their 

ideas in any format, any time or place. The ENTP personality is very adept at 

building strategic relationships for business growth and understands the importance 

of marketing for their business success. 

 

ENTPs can run into trouble with communication when it comes to arguing a point – 

any point, it doesn’t even have to be their own. They are generally gifted at 

connecting and communicating with others but can get carried away in arguments, 

inadvertently crossing the line between what is acceptable behavior with regards to 

handling other people’s sensitivity and feelings. In this way, ENTP’s can burn bridges 

without even realizing they’re doing it until it’s too late. ENTPs are easily bored doing 

any repetitive tasks, so marketing techniques like keyword research and split testing 

are something they can struggle with. 

 

ENTP Checkpoints For Marketing 

 

 Make use of your gift for building relationships to leverage your 

business. Create strategic relationships with complimentary businesses that 

are mutually beneficial in growing yours and the other party’s traffic and sales. 

 Focus on using video or presenting to live audiences as your primary 

marketing strategy. These audiences can be via webinars or podcast 

interviews, you don’t have to constantly find a room full of people and go to 
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speak to them. For you own enjoyment however, it’s a great idea to get 

yourself centre stage to present your ideas whenever you can because your 

ability to connect and communicate with others in person is invaluable.  

 

 Be aware that not everyone feels as comfortable with arguing as you do, 

and whilst you never take a spirited argument personally, others do. Pay 

attention to people’s verbal and non-verbal responses when you are 

challenging them and if they become disconnected, closed off or rigidly 

combative, it’s a sign you need to back off rather than press your point 

because it’s not being received anyway. 

 

 Any tasks that will bore you too quickly will be a challenge for you to get 

done. These include tasks like keyword research and split testing. The 

best way to ensure you complete these tasks is to set up a system of 

accountability to ensure you handle things like this in a timely manner. You 

can set up an accountability system with a business colleague or friend. If you 

have a business coach or you are part of a mastermind group, these are also 

exceptional ways to set up accountability. 

 

Hiring For ENTPs 

The ENTP type are great believers in meritocracy, they give credit where credit is 

due and are not interested giving or receiving fluffy, feel good sentiments that have 

not been earned. This personality type has no interest in doing any work they deem 

as boring, menial or too routine so they’re happy to delegate this to someone else. 

ENTPs are natural leaders who enjoy working with others and are adept at dealing 

with people both emotionally and professionally most of the time.  

 

ENTPs know what to look for in team members and are capable of providing useful 

feedback, handling conflict and are capable of firing anyone who doesn’t perform to 

their reasonable standards. The process of hiring people is something ENTPs 

understand the value of and should have no major difficulties in carrying out. 
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ENTPs demand that everyone in their team offers new solutions and ideas 

regardless of their position. This is not a bad thing, but this personality type needs to 

understand that not everyone will be as gifted with creative problem solving and 

forthright with promoting their ideas as they are. Whilst ENTPs will definitely not try 

to do everything themselves, they can fall in the trap of just not getting around to 

hiring anyone to help implement their ideas because they prefer to move on to the 

next thing as soon as the inspiration and challenge of figuring something out has 

been achieved. 

 

ENTP Checkpoints For Hiring 

 

 The first person you’re going to need to hire right at the very beginning 

of your journey is a business coach or mentor. To find them, ask friends 

or colleagues who they recommend, reach out to your extensive network, 

search online via forums, social media, blogs and anywhere else you can 

think of. Go through as many candidates as necessary to find a coach who 

gets you and your vision, appreciates your unique style and who also has 

excellent skills building and growing online businesses. 

 

 When your business reaches the stage where you can afford to 

outsource some roles to other people, reach out to your network as you 

are likely to find your best connections for outsourcing there. Place job offers 

for every role you need to outsource on one or more outsourcing sites. Share 

this with your email list and social media followers as well. Do not put this off. 

Set yourself a limited timeframe – give yourself no more than two days to do 

this and announce what you’re doing publicly so there is a level of 

accountability in place at the beginning. 

 

 If you’re really serious about succeeding in your online business, do not move 

on to your next idea or your next project until you have had someone help you 

create a system to implement all the follow-through elements needed to 

bring your current plan to completion. 
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Work Environment For ENTPs 

ENTP types have a strong sense of personal freedom and need to be in a position 

that allows them to have this. They dislike any restrictive rules or guidelines that 

interfere with their creative process. The ideal ENTP work environment is one where 

they are the leader of a team; it can be a virtual team or a team that meets and 

works together in a shared space. ENTPs can work alone in a private space or home 

office but they work better when they can engage with people face-to-face and they 

enjoy social connection. A purely virtual work environment is not preferable for this 

type.  

 

ENTPs don't need outside motivation to do the work they love, they just need to 

make sure they have an accountability system in place to ensure they take action on 

the things they dislike doing so their business keeps running smoothly. ENTPs can 

work very well with a business partner who compliments their personality. They 

thrive on engaging conversations and being challenged intellectually so if they can 

find the right partner in business, it can bring a host of added benefits to the mix. 

 

Because routine, structure and rules all feel like unnecessary hindrances to the 

ENTP type, they can become dismissive of workplace hierarchies to a fault. This can 

show up in the way they require their staff to provide innovative solutions and ideas 

regardless of their role within the organization. For some people, coming up with 

creative and innovative solutions is just not their strength; their strengths are most 

likely doing other things ENTPs a terrible at. ENTPs need to realize that some 

flexible structure can be of value in a work environment, like providing a staff 

member with the most effective solution to their problem rather than insisting they 

find one is not always a bad thing. 

 

ENTP Checkpoints For Work Environment 

 

 Find out where there is a co-working space nearby or a communal 

workspace you can go to a few days a week if you work from home. 

You’ll do much better being in an environment where you can interact with 

others and engage in face-to-face conversations. 
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 If you are working solo in a home office, make sure you have daily 

interaction with other people so you don’t get too bored or restless. 

 

 You will be absolutely motivated to do your own creative and innovative 

work, but in order for it to amount to anything, you must have a good 

system of accountability in place to ensure you do the jobs you don’t 

like. Having a skilled business coach or mentor is an excellent way to take 

care of this. Being part of a mastermind group or having a business partner or 

work buddy are other viable options for creating accountability. 

 

Technology For ENTPs 

ENTPs will not be as excited about technology as some of the other personality 

types, but they will fully comprehend the need for it and the value of being up to date 

in their technical knowledge for running a business. Through their insistence on 

viewing problems from every angle, they will be able to look at their business and 

figure out what the best options will be for integrating various types of technology so 

everything runs effectively.  

 

Where technology is concerned, ENTPs will find the same challenge as mentioned 

all throughout this profile: they can just get complacent when it comes to follow 

through and implementation. They will have to handle their tech work themselves in 

the early stages of their business. Once again, using a system for accountability will 

be this personality type’s best avenue for ensuring they stay on top of their tech 

work. 

 

ENTP Checkpoints For Technology 

 

 Using your combination of logic and intellect, research and educate 

yourself adequately about what technology is going to be the best fit for 

your business. This is also something you can ask your coach/mentor to 

provide guidance on or ask your business colleagues and peers what they 

recommend. 
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 Have your coach/mentor go through the different aspects of technology 

you will require for your business and work with you to implement the 

ones you need. Once you’re clear on what technical needs are required for 

your business and how to implement them, following a system of 

accountability is all you will need to get this work done. 

 

Analytics For ENTPs 

When it comes to doing blog analytics, ENTPs will love one aspect of it and hate 

another. The part they will love is looking through all the data and information and 

processing it through their extraordinary minds to find the clearest and most 

impactful path to take their business forward. ENTPs have no trouble applying their 

minds to understanding and analyzing data and it’s an enjoyable activity for them 

because it engages their intellect in a logical, problem solving and solution oriented 

manner. This element of the blog analytics process will be something they do easily 

and relatively frequently. ENTPs will not love doing activities like split testing and 

performing the repetitive tasks required to collect analytical data. They prefer 

working on the creative problem solving side of analytics, but not so much the hands 

on tasks required to generate their data. 

 

ENTP Checkpoints For Analytics 

 

 Analytics can be a strength for your business because you can apply 

your superior intellect to see where there are issues and come up with 

creative solutions. Capitalize on this advantage you have at your fingertips 

by setting aside time each month to go over your blog analytics and develop 

new strategies to improve on your current processes. 

 

 You will be very capable when it comes to analyzing your data and 

deciding what actions you need to take from reviewing your results. 

However, collecting the data is not going to hold a great deal of interest 

for you. Once your business is well established, hire someone else to handle 
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it so you can focus on activities that give you a greater return for your time 

and energy 

. 

Creativity For ENTPs 

ENTPs are naturally creative but they can take longer to make the most to capitalize 

on their abilities. This is largely due to their love of engaging their intellect and 

expansive vision, but their lack of follow-through to implement the solutions they 

come up with. ENTPs are happy to scrap existing systems and methods and pull 

together diverse ideas from their extensive resource of knowledge. They use their 

creativity to formulate adventurous new ideas.  

 

ENTPs are excellent at brainstorming; they’re charismatic and highly motivated. This 

type can be truly irrepressible in their enthusiasm and energy, putting in long days 

and nights to find a creative solution to any problem that holds their interest. 

Providing their work allows them to push the limits of their creativity, ENTPs flourish. 

Another useful attribute in the ENTP’s creative process is that they will readily take 

on board criticism of their ideas, as long as it's logical and performance-oriented. 

 

The best application for an ENTP’s creativity in their business to increase growth and 

profits is in content creation, marketing, reviewing blog analytics data, developing 

business strategies and managing their team.  

 

ENTPs can find it difficult to focus on anything outside of creative problem solving 

and big picture thinking. The same intellectual prowess that enables ENTPs to come 

up with original plans makes them readapt perfectly good ideas unnecessarily or 

even drop them entirely as their initial excitement faded and something new comes 

along. Boredom with anything mundane or repetitive is a real problem for ENTPs 

and they dislike taking practical steps to implement and follow through. The sad 

consequence of this is that an ENTP’s brilliant plans often never leave the drawing 

board. 
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ENTP Checkpoints For Creativity 

 

 You need to be held accountable to follow through on your ideas so 

your best option is to hire a coach or mentor to help you. Another option 

is to create a solid structure that enables you to get your ideas from thought 

form to implementation and completion. 

 

 To do this, when you are about to work on something new, begin by 

looking at the key roles and tasks that will be needed to implement this 

idea. If you know you cannot or will not compete all the tasks required, 

consider ways to bring other people on board to help. 

 

 In the early stages of your business, hiring a team is generally not a viable 

option. Another option you can consider to bring your ideas into reality is to 

build a team of business partners or colleagues who all work on 

separate parts of a project to bring it to fruition.  

 

 Once you have a team of people who you can outsource work to, you 

can delegate work as well as ask them to hold you accountable for 

completing any tasks you’ve agreed to deal with. This way they will help 

you to stay on track and take the next steps once the creative problem solving 

is done. 

 

Systems For ENTPs 

For ENTPs, seeing the big picture of their business is easy; even seeing the smaller 

working parts is easy. They see how other people make up part of their business 

system and they enjoy the challenge of creating a well-organized, high functioning 

business system. ENTPs are best suited to building their business systems and 

leading a team to fulfill the various tasks involved. ENTPs would much prefer to 

automate any tasks within their system that don’t interest them. ENTPs need to 

outsource any detailed and repetitive tasks that they will find boring as soon as their 

business makes this a viable option. ENTPs don’t enjoy documenting processes, 

mainly because it’s a tedious and boring task for them. 
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ENTP Checkpoints For Systems 

 

 Documenting your systems and processes is something that is far too 

boring for you to do properly, so create an audio or video recording of 

you going through each system or process then have this recording 

transcribed by someone. This is an easy way for you to get your systems 

and processes documented clearly and easily without you having to do a lot. 

 

 To find someone to transcribe the work, you can post a job on one of 

the outsourcing sites or ask if there is anyone in your network who can 

connect you with an efficient and inexpensive transcription service. 

 

Networking For ENTPs 

ENTPs are well known for their vision, confidence, knowledge and sense of humor. 

They’re great communicators and have no trouble connecting with other personality 

types. ENTPs are natural conversationalists and socializing with others is energizing 

for them. They can promote themselves and their business in a relaxed and effective 

manner and they’re very good at finding joint venture partnerships and negotiating 

deals with favorable pricing terms for themselves. ENTPs enjoy going to live events 

and approaching new people. Essentially, they’re very good at networking and 

building a strong network around them. 

The area ENTPs can fall down when it comes to networking is if they get too caught 

up in winning arguments instead of building consensus among the group. ENTPs on 

a bad day are very argumentative and can be insensitive and intolerant of others. If 

ENTPs have more bad days than good, their natural skill at networking is lost and 

they find themselves struggling to get the backing needed to launch their ideas. 

 

ENTP Checkpoints For Networking 

 

 Make use of your charismatic and engaging communication skills by 

getting out and amongst groups of people whenever possible to build 

your network. Use you communication skills to generate support for your 
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ideas rather than push people away. To do this, make sure you don’t become 

overly combative in arguments and focus more on maintaining key 

relationships than proving your point.  

 

 Find people you like and admire who are in compatible businesses in 

your industry and approach them to do joint ventures and partnerships 

that are mutually beneficial. 

 

Productivity For ENTPs 

ENTPs are naturally interested in being productive and helpful. ENTP personalities 

are focused on developing solutions to interesting and diverse technical and 

intellectual problems so engaging in these activities is the best way to ensure optimal 

productivity. They have no trouble being self-motivated, they are organized and they 

are adept at making up well thought out and high functioning systems. ENTPs love a 

good challenge to put their minds to work at creative problem solving and because of 

this, they handle ambiguity reasonably well. 

 

ENTPs will always depend on others to assemble the pieces. They can find 

themselves jumping from one project to the next before anything gets completed 

properly. They must have a very well established accountability system in the early 

days of their business when they need to do all the work and don’t have a team to 

outsource to. Once they have a strong team behind them to complete the follow up 

tasks of their goals and obligations, completion and follow through are significantly 

improved. For ENTPs to be effective and productive, they need a structure in place 

to ensure they get things completed, like a good business coach/mentor or team to 

hold them accountable. 

 

ENTP Checkpoints For Productivity 

 

 You’re going to need a lot of help to create systems that hold you 

accountable and ensure you complete your projects and launch them 

properly before moving on to the next thing that sparks your interest. A 
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coach/mentor or business partner needs to begin this process by working with 

you to create a very loose system for you to follow to get your work done. The 

system must allow you the freedom and autonomy you need to be creative 

but it also provides a very strong boundary to ensure you get work done to the 

point of completion. 

 

 Work out specific dates and timeframes with your coach/mentor or 

business partner to complete various stages of your project. Also set a 

specific date and timeframe for the completion of the project in its entirety. 

Have an agreement in place that these dates and timeframes are non-

negotiable. 

 

 Have some kind of accountability set in place to ensure you meet these 

agreements, whatever works for you. It can be a monetary incentive, so 

you either make money or lose money if you don’t meet your agreements; or it 

can be a reward of doing something you love or not doing it, depending on 

whether you meet these agreements. It’s important that you come up with 

your own boundaries and your own incentives and you take full responsibility 

for making these agreements. 

 

 

Other Personality Types 
 

Now that you have more insight into your personality type and how to approach your 

business, follow the links to learn about other personality types or read the profiles 

corresponding to your colleagues or friends: 
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ESTP.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ISTP.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ENTP.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/INTP.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ENTJ.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/INTJ.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ESFP.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ISFP.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ESFJ.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ISFJ.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ESTJ.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ISTJ.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ENFP.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/INFP.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ENFJ.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/INFJ.pdf

